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You're browsing the old versions of SHAREit - Transmission and Share. Here you will find APK files of all versions of SHAREit - Transmission and Share is available on our website, published so far. The latest version: FOLLOW US SHAREit is a powerful tool that allows users to send all kinds of files to other devices, including PCs or Macs. This is not limited in any way, which
means that the application can be used in many ways. People can simply send regular files from one device to another, or they can send contacts and apps when phones are then switched. One of the most interesting features is the ability of the app to share files from a mobile device to a PC, using an app that is installed there as well. It is even possible to control your phone
using the PPT protocol, making it much easier to have a proper presentation. There are no restrictions or problems for transferring files between completely different operating systems, which makes this application mandatory. Send files to your friendsUse SHAREit while setting up a new phoneConnect with PC and MacUse PPT protocol for presentationNo speed limit transfer 1
5.7.9_ww 59.43 MB 1 5.7.8_ww 59.43 MB 1 5.6.98_ww 58.81 MB 1 5.6.88_ww 58 .86MB 1 5.6.82_ww 58.76MB 1 5.6.78_ww 57.62MB 1 5.6.68_ww 46.63MB 1 5.6.48_ww 40.22MB 1 5.6.38_ww 38.07MB Uptodown กําลังทําการปรับปรุงระบบ กรุณากลับมาใหมอีกครัง้. SHAREit is already a household name among file-sharing apps. But this time they're back with an even lighter
option that provides almost all the same file-sharing features at a much smaller file size. If you are looking for a quick tool that allows you to transfer files quickly and easily, this is the app you need. Now you can enjoy sending tons of files without taking away too much space on your smartphone. With SHAREit Lite, you can send all kinds of files without having to check their size.
No matter if you want to send a super lightweight file or something that's a little more significant, this tool provides you with the easiest way to go about sending it at high speed. Also, one of the other main features is that you can easily send files to all your contacts by simply adding them to your list in SHAREit Lite. You can also send and receive files without compressing them or
being smaller. So you never miss out on quality for your music files, videos or photos. Move any multimedia file quickly without losing a single boost, so if you're looking for an app to send and receive top quality files, this is perfect for you. Along with all the additional benefits mentioned earlier, you can also send and receive files infinitely. Not About running out of file sending
passes, now with SHAREit Lite, you can select all the files you want and send them all at once without any external restrictions in terms of file file or the number of files in the package. SHAREit, a great cross-platform exchange app and free online channels including movies, videos, music, wallpaper, GIFs. SHAREit has also added a powerful media player that will help you
manage and enjoy your own videos and music. The highest speed goes up to 20M/s.Transfer files without losing quality. Online offline-elegant music player Power Equalizer provides an immersive experience for you, wallpapers and stickersPersonal, Funny, Download and Share【LIKE USA and STAY CONNECTED】Facebook Twitter SHAREit Access to location, SHAREit can
help discover nearby users. In addition, The Android system requires access to this permission. When accessing Bluetooth Connection, SHAREit can quickly locate nearby users to better connect with the Sender/Receiver. 1. The sender and recipient of the pages have been redesigned to be more comfortable!2. Optimized playback experience. 1. The sender and recipient of the
pages have been redesigned to be more comfortable!2. Optimized playback experience. 1. The sender and recipient of the pages have been redesigned to be more comfortable!2. Optimized playback experience. 1. The sender and recipient of the pages have been redesigned to be more comfortable!2. Optimized playback experience. 1. The sender and recipient of the pages
have been redesigned to be more comfortable!2. Optimized playback experience. 1. The sender and recipient of the pages have been redesigned to be more comfortable!2. Optimized playback experience. 1. The sender and recipient of the pages have been redesigned to be more comfortable!2. Optimized playback experience. 1. The sender and recipient of the pages have been
redesigned to be more comfortable!2. Optimized playback experience. 1. The sender and recipient of the pages have been redesigned to be more comfortable!2. Optimized playback experience. 1. The sender and recipient of the pages have been redesigned to be more comfortable!2. Optimized playback experience. 1. The sender and recipient of the pages have been
redesigned to be more comfortable!2. Optimized playback experience. 1. The sender and recipient of the pages have been redesigned to be more comfortable!2. Optimized playback experience. 1. The sender and recipient of the pages have been redesigned to be more comfortable!2. Optimized Experience. 1. The sender and recipient of the pages have been redesigned to be
more comfortable!2. Optimized playback experience. 1. The sender and recipient of the pages have been redesigned to be more comfortable!2. Optimized playback experience. 1. The sender and recipient of the pages have been redesigned to be more qcfriendly!2. Optimized playback experience. 1. The sender and recipient of the pages have been redesigned to be more
qcfriendly!2. Optimized playback experience. 1. The sender and recipient of the pages have been redesigned to be more qcfriendly!2. Optimized playback experience. 1. The sender and recipient of the pages have been redesigned to be more qcfriendly!2. Optimized playback experience. 1. Optimized File Transfer Experience 1. Optimized File Transfer Experience 1. Fixed the
problem of the recipient's avatar incorrectly displaying on the sender's device under certain circumstances. 1. The speed of the receiver's location has been optimized. Optimized playback experience. 1. Added a query for apps that can't be installed2. Optimized play experience 1. Added a query for apps that can't be installed2. Optimized experience of 1.Optimized receiver search
speed2. Optimized experience of 1.Optimized receiver search speed2. Optimized experience of 1.Optimized receiver search speed2. Optimized play experience 1. More convenient feedback without the need to log in!2. The speed of the receiver search3 has been optimized. Optimized play experience 1. More convenient feedback without the need to log in!2. The speed of the
receiver search3 has been optimized. Optimized play experience 1. More convenient feedback without the need to log in!2. The speed of the receiver search3 has been optimized. Optimized play experience 1. More convenient feedback without the need to log in!2. The speed of the receiver search3 has been optimized. Optimized play experience 1. More convenient feedback
without the need to log in!2. The speed of the receiver search3 has been optimized. Optimized play experience 1. More convenient feedback without the need to log in!2. The speed of the receiver search3 has been optimized. Optimized play experience 1. To facilitate feedback, you no longer need to log in! 1. Share the loved-up Whatsapp video in one click2. To facilitate
feedback, you no longer need to log in! 1. Share the loved-up Whatsapp video in one click2. To facilitate feedback, you no longer need to log in! 1. Added a safe box in the local to protect your private photos and video 1.Added safe in the local to protect your private photos and video 1. Optimized playback experience2. Reminders added files. 1. Optimized app launch speed2.
Optimized playback experience to support automatic rotation into full-screen mode3. Added a secure box in The Local to protect your personal photos and video 1. Optimized app launch speed2. Optimized playback experience for automatic rotation in full-screen mode3. Added a secure box in The Local to protect your personal photos and video 1. Optimized app launch speed2.
Optimized playback experience to support automatic rotation into full-screen mode3. Added a secure box in The Local to protect your personal photos and video 1. Optimized playback experience2. Added a secure box to The Local to protect your personal photos and videos. 1. The WLAN guide has been added to Redmi devices to prevent disconnection issues during
transmission. Optimized playback experience. 1. Now supports browsing like videos2. Now supports login through a Google account for more convenience3. The WLAN manual has been added to Redmi devices to prevent disconnection issues during transmission. 1. The user interface of the graphics card2 has been optimized. Some minor changes in the search make it
smoother3. A file results page has been redesigned to improve the user experience. 1. Added a new feature that notifies users when they receive apps that cannot be installed or launched2. Optimized playback experience and increased playback speed. 1. The interface has been optimized to enhance aesthetics and practicality2. Added new video categories to make it easier to
find video3. Improved connection speed during transmission 1. Optimized transfer experience 1. A new feature has been added to share full PUBG MOBILE (apk and resources) that will save about 1.7GB of mobile data.2. Optimized play experience 1. A new feature has been added to share full PUBG MOBILE (apk and resources) that will save about 1.7GB of mobile data.2.
Optimized play experience 1. Added a new feature to share full PUBG MOBILE (apk) resources), this will save you about 1.7GB of mobile data.2. Optimized play experience 1. Added a content type filter for search results to make it easier to find the content you need2. Optimized playback experience3. Optimized transfer experience 1. The local page has been redesigned to make
it more comfortable!2. Optimized full-screen playback.3. Fixed some errors 1. Optimized transfer experience2. The optimized theme viewing experience of the 1.WLAN guide assistant has been added to some specific devices.2.Optimized player experience on the full screen. 1. Optimized file that succeeds on Android 7.1.2. Optimized user verification process, feedback is now
more convenient!3. Optimized experience of a floating video player. 1. Improving connection compatibility2. Fix some bugs, optimize the transfer experience one. Experience2 playback optimization. optimization of transmission, significantly improving the success rate of the connection3. Guide the receiver to clear up large files on the portal, perfectly solving the problem of
insufficient space 1. Experience2 playback optimization. Exciting transmission optimization, significantly improving the speed of the connection success3. Guide the receiver to clear up large files on the portal, perfectly solving the problem of insufficient space 1. Optimized video page experience2. Playback optimized Improved transmission compatibility 1. Optimized video page
experience2. The playback experience is optimized3. Improved transmission compatibility 1. Fix the bug, optimize the transmission experience2. Gesture optimization quickly back and forth function3. Optimize local video list 1. Optimized user page experience video2. Improved transmission compatibility 1. Optimize the design of the homepage.2. Optimize the player's
performance and experience. 1. Optimize the playback experience, support the gesture quickly forward and rewind 2. Improving the 1.Transfer transmission compatibility process has been optimized to enhance the user experience2. Optimized playback for better viewing to fix some bugs, the transfer function will adapt more devices. 1. Voice search is now supported, you can use
the voice to search for local files.2. Your video viewing experience is now more convenient than ever before.3 A new style of content recommendations, easier access to richer content4. Fixing errors and improving performance 1. Your feedback is bugged! We've reduced the pop-up conversations in this version2. Optimized video play experience3. In order to hear more
suggestions, we've added a feedback feature4. The speed of success of the Android high version 1 connection has greatly improved. Optimized connection on Android 7.1 and 8.02. Switching between languages is supported3. Simplified login flow4. Your feedback is bugged! We're going to have pop-up conversations in the next version 1. The fast-transfer speed lighting is
updated for all users. Attractions! the latest shows and movies to watch download and share3. Don't miss out!! All new SHAREit Daily Page4. We listened to you. Improve feedback on 4.5.18 1. A new homepage to find a more wonderful video2. A media center has been added to make local file management more convenient. 1. Support the phone number of the login now2. The
best connection when you turn on GPS on Android 6.0 or above 1. Best recommendation when watching video 2. Better immersive viewing experience 3. More content at first glance in each tab 1. Best recommendation when watching video 2. Better immersive viewing experience 3. More content at first glance in each tab 1. It's easier to verify the file you received.2 Automatic
resumption of playback after connecting a successful Internet connection3. Automatic resumption of playback on front page 1. Now you can like the videos or photos you see2. Share the video with your friends3. More smoothly when watching Video 1. Added offline short videos, you will definitely get addictive2. Adjusted page layout for faster access to content3. Optimized Video
player 1. Funny photos, interesting news, and cute pets... Everything you want is all in Photo channel.2. Optimized overall metrics to watch the video faster and save more data Optimized video player to ensure uninterrupted viewing experienceAdded download progress bar for you to track your video/songs/photos Brand New New Amazing UpdateTrending videos, HD movies,
funny GIFs are all free for you. The new all-in-one video player and music player will give you a sleek gaming experience. Added the charging lock screen feature for smart charging and battery optimization 1. Recommend more popular videos and music for you2. You can set the definition of our online videos now3. Some of the characteristics of one have been optimized and
improved. SHAREit has now added Popular Videos and Music, come and discover the good food waiting for you. You can also keep an eye on people who have good nutrition, so you don't miss a single sharing point. 1. You can directly check your friends' updates to the exchange zone in Portal2. Added 8 new avatars3. Fixing errors and optimizing parts 1. You can directly check
your friends' updates to the stock area in Portal2. Added 8 new avatars3. Fixing errors and optimizing parts 1. Optimized details of the equity zone2. Fixed a space-cleaning bug
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